
clarion hotel post
Back in 1925 the historic post office of Gothenburg 

was built. Today, it is Clarion Hotel Post. The building 
is divided into two parts, the old post office that is 
is joined together with an equally spectacular new 
section. A reception desk cut entirely out of glass 

merges with historic interior details from Posthuset’s 
glory days. Warm, dark colours combined with 
modern furnishings provide a cosy and homely 

atmosphere. 

But even more interesting than the architecture is the 
idea of a new meeting place and an arena for a new, 

creative Gothenburg.





the post bar
Post Bar is at the heart of Clarion Hotel Post and 

a natural gathering spot for both hotel guests 
and Gothenburg locals alike. Make yourself at 

home in Post Bar – consider it your second living 
room! Besides our own beers, and coffee we 

roast ourselves, we offer an extensive wine list of 
interesting American wines. We are also incredibly 

proud of our pastries, baked in our own café. Choose 
from a selection of delicious sandwiches if those 

hunger pangs get a little stronger. The rhythm and 
feel of the background music depends on the time of 

day and atmosphere.





BON BON BAR
This is where a world champion bartender and 

an Olympic pastry chef come together to create 
fabulous and unique flavour combinations in 

gorgeous surroundings that transport you from the 
1920s right up to the present day, and beyond! Bon 
Bon Bar celebrates all kinds of occasions with fairly 
sourced luxuries, classy Bon Bons and handmade 
drinks made using sustainable and local Nordic 

ingredients. This is a social club where classic treats 
such as caviar, chocolate and cocktails with a twist! 

As night falls, two worlds collide and the social bar 
transforms into an amazing nightclub. 





NORDA RESTAURANT
The former Norda Bar & Grill, our hotel restaurant 

on level 2, has a new outfit – and this time it’s 
green. Design and concept agency Spik Studios has 
transformed Norda into a green oasis with gorgeous 
Art Deco touches. We welcome you to a restaurant 
in which you not only eat nourishing, organic food, 

but are served from a kitchen that still takes its 
inspiration from Manhattan and its vibrant melting 
pot of flavours and origins. Nor have we forgotten 
where we are: the Swedish west coast is a constant 

presence on the menu, which features the same 
classic dishes in a greener and tastier form





vRÅ restaurant
At vRÅ the focus is on Scandinavian ingredients, 

combined with flavours from Japan. The ingredients 
are selected according to the season, and we offer 

tasting menus to give our guests an exceptional 
dining experience. The goal is to capture the 

exclusive feel behind the craftsmanship of the sushi 
and raw food, yet with a relaxed and contemporary 

atmosphere in the restaurant. 





urban garden
Things are growing fit to burst on the hotel roof, 

where 16 000 litres of earth have transformed the 
grey exterior into a green oasis. The roof plot has 

been named the Urban Garden, and urban farmers 
Jonas Lindh and William Bailey from Gothenburg’s 
Kajodlarna ensure that the hotel restaurants, Norda 
and vRÅ, have access to seasonal vegetables grown 

on-site.





conference
Clarion Hotel Post perfectly combines business 

facilities with luxury experiences, providing guests 
with state-of-the-art conference rooms and spaces 

to unwind with colleagues and friends after spending 
the day in meetings and workshops.

Choose from our 21 unique conference rooms ranging 
form 4 seats to over 1000 seats in Drottningporten - 

our banquet hall.





roof top pool
The Roof Top Pool & Terrace is located on the 13th 

floor. There is an outdoor pool that is heated to 
approx. 30 degrees year round, and comfortable 

lounge furniture for lazy days in the sun. The terrace 
also offers the best view of Gothenburg, an almost 

360 degree view of the entire city. 

There is a small unisex changing room with shower 
adjacent to the pool, or simply change into your 

swimsuit in your hotel room. Roof Top Pool is 
available to hotel guests free of charge.




